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Introduction:  Determining the abundances and 

distributions of volatile elements within inner Solar Sys-
tem differentiated parent bodies is one of the fundamen-
tal goals of cosmochemistry. Previous studies have 
shown that the volatile depletion of terrestrial planets is 
systematic [1]. Nevertheless, the mechanisms for such 
volatile depletion (e.g., distinct isotopic precursors, ac-
cretionary loss, magma ocean degassing) remain unset-
tled [2-3]. With recent improvements in the precision of 
K isotope measurements, the stable K isotope system 
has become a powerful tool for assessing the moderately 
volatile element history [4]. 

Unlike the Earth-Moon system, there is no strong 
evidence that Mars was subjected to a high-energy giant 
impact that may have affected its volatile inventory. 
Furthermore, its distinct geochemical differentiation 
history and the existence of water on early Mars make 
it an intriguing object for inter-planetary comparison. 
The currently available high-precision K isotope data 
for martian meteorites are limited to only three samples 
[2]. We have conducted a systematic investigation of 
martian meteorites, with the aim of examining plane-
tary/surface processes on Mars, and to provide a more 
complete picture of the volatile depletion of terrestrial 
planetary bodies. 

Samples and Methods: A previous study has 
shown the complicating effects on K isotopes of terres-
trial contamination or alteration in hot dessert meteorite 
finds [2]. For these reasons, we mainly focused on me-
teorite falls and Antarctic finds. Twenty martian mete-
orites (23 subsamples in total) were analyzed, covering 
a wide range of martian lithologies represented in the 
meteorite collection (Fig. 1). We analyzed two basaltic 
shergottites, three lherzolitic shergottites, five olivine-
phyric shergottites, one picritic shergottite, seven na-
khlites, one chassignite, and one basaltic regolith brec-
cia. 

The sample dissolution and chemical purification 
procedures for K are described in detail elsewhere [5]. 
High-precision K isotopic analyses were performed us-
ing a Thermo Scientific Neptune Plus MC-ICP-MS. The 
enhancement of sensitivity and the suppression of hy-
dride and oxide species were accomplished using an El-
emental Scientific APEX omega equipped with a 
desolvation membrane. The sample-standard bracketing 

technique was applied  using the NIST SRM 3141a ref-
erence material. 

Typical within-run reproducibility was ±0.05‰ 
(2SE). The long-term reproducibility was evaluated by 
periodic analysis of BHVO-2 reference material in each 
analytical session and is reported here to be ±0.11‰ 
(2SD) over ~20 months [5]. 

Results:  The K isotopic compositions of 20 martian 
meteorites range from −0.59 to −0.08‰. There are no 
significant differences between the mean values of each 
lithology (i.e., basaltic shergottites, lherzolitic sher-
gottites, olivine-phyric shergottites, nakhlites, chassig-
nites, and basaltic regolith breccia). 

 

 
Figure 1. The K isotopic compositions of martian mete-
orites. Data are compiled from [2] and this study. 
Dashed line represents the K isotopic composition of the 
bulk silicate Earth (−0.48‰). 
 

For most samples for which we have two different 
aliquots (e.g., Shergotty, Zagami), their K isotopic com-
positions are in good agreement. However, two Nakhla 
aliquots show a resolvable K isotopic difference. Given 
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that Nakhla is a fall, we interpret these variations to re-
flect aqueous alteration of nakhlites on Mars [6]. Two 
processes could potentially introduce K isotopic varia-
bilities: 1) alterations in a suite of hydrous minerals (i.e., 
iddingsite) within olivine, and 2) modification of  glassy 
mesostasis. 
     Discussion:  Figure 2 shows a “summed Gaussian” 
distribution of d41K among samples from the available 
terrestrial planetary bodies (i.e., the Earth, Moon, Mars, 
and asteroid 4-Vesta). The majority of the martian me-
teorites show a clear offset towards heavier K isotopic 
compositions relative to the bulk silicate Earth (BSE). 
The bulk silicate Moon, and to a more extreme extent, 
samples from 4-Vesta, are more enriched in heavy K 
isotopes compared to Mars [2,7]. 

 
Figure 2. The “summed Gaussian” plot of the d41K dis-
tributions among four parent bodies (the Earth, Moon, 
Mars, and asteroid 4-Vesta, data compiled from [2,7]). 
The dashed line refers to the d41K of CI chondrite 
Orgueil [4]. 

 
Among the four bodies, the mean d41K values in-

crease with decreasing mass, with the Earth being simi-
lar to CI chondrites. These observations are given in Fig. 
3 where the average K isotope compositions of all four 
differentiated terrestrial planetary bodies are plotted 
versus their radius, mass, escape velocity, and surface 
gravity (Fig. 3). A tight negative correlation is observed 
for all parameters and K isotopes indicating some grav-
ity control of K loss. Intriguingly, the average planetary 
K isotopic compositions do not correlate with their K/U 
ratios (or other elemental ratios characteristic for plane-
tary volatile element depletions, such as Rb/Sr). Never-
theless, the strong control of planetary gravity for K iso-
topes suggests that the K isotopic fractionation in plan-
etary bodies likely occurred via volatile escape during 
accretionary growth of planetesimals, as proposed for 
the alkalis in these four objects [8] and Mg isotopes in 
the Earth [9]. Therefore, these new results suggest that 
the estimate of the initial volatile budget of Mars needs 
to be revisited and Mars is likely more volatile-depleted 

than previously thought, being intermediate between 
Earth and the Moon. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The K isotopic compositions of the four parent 
bodies vs. their corresponding radius, mass, surface 
gravity, and escape velocity in log scale.  
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